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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2910 - 2912

Everyone said one after another: “It must be the Kingdom of God! The world coalition forces
are at stake now, how can they have the time to attack us?

“Yes, besides the kingdom of God, who else would dare to beat us!”

“It’s definitely the kingdom of God!!!”

Everyone agreed that it was the kingdom of God.

The person that Agent Black Hawk thought of subconsciously was Levi Garrison!

After all, he knew Levi Garrison’s true strength.

Moreover, it has been fighting, but Levi Garrison has not been seen.

He must be making a big move!

And Black Hawk agents have been observing the situation. The Kingdom of God’s base
camp has just been attacked, so is it here to fight against the Eagle Kingdom? ? ?This must
be problematic!

Mostly a tactic!

It’s just that Agent Black Hawk didn’t have time to interrupt.

Someone on the other side immediately heard the result.

“It is the weapon of the kingdom of God! I just found it! The weapons of the kingdom of God
are all bombarding us!”
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“They lined up in all directions and bombarded us with advanced weapons!”

“At the moment when there is still no major offensive, it is estimated that we are testing us
first!”

“What shall we do now at the head of the bureau?”

…

Everyone looked at Smith and other senior executives.

Waiting for their resolution.

Smith was even more certain that this was a conspiracy, and he did not dare to attack, but
only bombarded with weapons.

To be afraid is to intensify the contradiction between the Kingdom of War Eagle and the
Kingdom of God.

Let the Kingdom of War Eagle take action, and let’s deal with the Kingdom of God together…

Several people in Smith looked gloomy and discussed a few words.

Leaving from this command room, I guess I went to contact it.

At this time, Agent Black Hawk received a message!

From Levi Garrison!

Scared him into a cold sweat!

Because Levi Garrison determined his position, he even knew where he stood in the
command room.

Chapter 2911
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Agent Black Hawk immediately found an excuse to leave, came to a remote place, and
began to examine Levi Garrison’s message, which was an order to be exact.

The message is simple-let him encourage Warhawk Nation to dispatch troops immediately,
saying that the real behind the scenes of the Lab of Gods: the main gods are coming out.

Levi Garrison’s meaning coincided with Agent Black Hawk’s idea.

He had long wanted War Eagle Nation to get involved early, no matter it was to deal with
that.

Anything!

As long as the final victory is the Eagle Nation!

Now the two sides are fighting!

No matter what kind of strength the Eagle Nation possesses, it is definitely the best time to
enter the arena now!

He approves of admission!

Agent Black Hawk is a smart man who seems to be controlled by Levi Garrison, but in his
mind, he has to control several parties, and he is the biggest beneficiary!

He is the biggest boss!

He rushed to the command room immediately.

Yelled loudly: “It was the hand of the kingdom of God! I began to think it was a conspiracy,
someone instigated discord!”

“But the coalition forces don’t even care about themselves now, how can they have time to
hit us? The reason why the Kingdom of God attacked us is very simple…”

After the Black Hawk agent shouted so.
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Even the head of the game, Smith and other high-level officials who had just left, all
returned, all staring at the Black Hawk agent: “What’s the reason?”

“That’s because the true leader of the Gods Lab-the main gods, has appeared! After they
appear, they will not be afraid of everything and will have a full impact on the world!”

“The reason for attacking us just now is to test our firepower and attitude! I think we will
fight right away!”

Agent Black Hawk was also a little nervous.

I don’t know if they move out of the main director, Smith, the head of the bureau, can they
agree?

He hopes to succeed!

Only then can he proceed with a three-way plan!

“You actually found the chief priest? Did they even know when they came out?”

Smith and other senior executives looked at him in confusion and shock.

“Yes, I found it! So we rule out the possibility of someone instigating discord!”

The Black Hawk agent bit the bullet and said.

“Well, that’s the case! Send the order! Our Galaxy Guardian Alliance will attack! Attack the
kingdom of God!”

Nielsen, a high-level executive next to Smith, gave the order directly.

The so-called Galactic Guardian Alliance is a faction of the Warhawk Nation, an alliance
composed of the Warhawk Nation and its affiliated major forces and major countries that
have been well-friended.

They are ambitious.
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Chapter 2912

It can be seen from the name of the alliance.

Not only guarding the world, but also guarding the entire galaxy.

The Black Hawk agent was shocked.

When these people heard the appearance of the “main priest”, they didn’t need to discuss it,
and they didn’t need to ask their superiors for instructions.

And I just asked for instructions, and I am waiting for the reply above.

Now they don’t need all of them.

Just because I mentioned a sentence of “Lord God Division” to make a move…

Agent Black Hawk was taken aback.

Instantly understood why Levi Garrison told him to mention the “Lord Shensi”.

Could it be that senior executives such as Smith are waiting for the appearance of the
“Master God Division”.

Before the coalition forces and the Kingdom of God’s army were in a melee, the situation
was so good, and the Eagle Nation did not enter the battlefield.

Dare to love is waiting for the entry of the main divine division.

As soon as the main divine division behind the kingdom of God appeared, the kingdom of
war eagles immediately entered.

They are afraid of the chief priest.

Understood!
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Everything is understood.

I bet it right.

The Eagle Nation is waiting to defeat the Lord God…

At this time, the temptation attacks of the “Kingdom of God” continued.

Angry!

At this time, the “Galactic Guardian Alliance” was all angry.

“The kingdom of God doesn’t put us in the eyes at all? They have to pay a painful price for
it!”

“Attack! A full-scale attack!”

“All the Galaxy Guardians are attacking!”

…

The leaders of all parties in the alliance immediately arranged everything, and they are
about to aggressively attack the kingdom of God.

A group of high-level people such as Smith of the Eagle Nation faced each other and
laughed at each other and said: “Remember, bring the secret artifacts we prepared for the
chief priest!”

Agent Black Hawk was shocked.

Sure enough, everything they have is preparing for the Lord God.

There is even a special secret artifact!

Agent Black Hawk quietly sent a message to Levi Garrison, asking him to withdraw.
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He naturally knew that the harassment with God’s weapon must be arranged by Levi
Garrison.

Wrong!

In fact, this group of people has always been staring at the team led by the Tiance marshal
of the War Eagle Nation.

Not long ago, he finally waited for Levi Garrison’s order.
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